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CAs and orientation leaders voice concerns over Welcome Week
Nathan Wall
News Editor

_________________________

Issues with Community
Advisors’ (CAs’) pay and working conditions during training have come up again, one
year after CAs threatened to
strike during the beginning
of the 2021-2022 academic
year. Welcome Week orientation leaders expressed similar
concerns. Both CAs and orientation leaders also expressed a
desire for better communication.
Due to a stipulation in
the CA contract, CAs are not
permitted to speak with media outlets. Because of this, all
CAs will be anonymous and referred to by nicknames.
One year ago, before the
start of the 2021-2022 school
year, a group of CAs led by senior Gideon Lucard, a CA at
the time, threatened to strike
during Welcome Week due

to the $200 training stipend,
workdays that lasted 10-12
hours and a lack of adequate
break times. The administration negotiated with the CAs,
and the strike was called off
after the stipend was raised
to $500 and CAs were given a
day off before the first day of
school.
An anonymous CA, who
will be referred to as One, said
that CAs received $300 for
training week this year, which
was confirmed by other CAs
spoken to. One feels that the
stipend was too low and that
CAs should have been paid at
least $640 for training, a calculation which was based on
multiplying $10 per hour with
an 8-hour workday, which
One claims there were 8 days
of. One added that CAs spent
many additional hours helping
with move-in, and although
the CA staff weren’t scheduled

to help with move-in on Sunday, many chose to anyway.
One believes that CAs should
have received an additional
$120-160 for those hours on
top of the $640 for training
week if they were being paid
relative to the hours they
worked.
Another anonymous CA,
who will be referred to as Two,
agreed with One and felt the
stipend was too low.
A
third
anonymous
CA, who will be referred to
as Three, felt that CAs were
“ripped off” and “misled”
by the Residential Education (ResEd) department. Although Three acknowledged
that the free food and housing were nice and that CA
salaries were increased from
last year, they were frustrated
by the fact that the pay for
the two weeks was referred
to as a training stipend even

though Three claims much of
the work done during those
two weeks was hard work and
not simply training. Three
echoed One’s sentiment that
CAs spent many hours helping
with move-in that they weren’t
technically scheduled to do.
Sophomore Greta Thoresen, who served as an orientation leader during Welcome
Week, agreed with the sentiments shared by the CAs. According to her, orientation
leaders were also paid $300
for training, which she didn’t
feel was fair compensation for
the hours they worked. Thoresen said that CAs and orientation leaders were dedicated to
helping first-years, but a lack
of communication between
the two teams led to confusion, which she feels negatively affected first-years. Another
former orientation leader, who
requested anonymity, echoed

Thoresen’s sentiments about
the stipend.
Thoresen also feels that
too much work was placed on
Dean of Students Brittany Bell
during Welcome Week, and
she doesn’t feel that it’s fair
to blame her for the Welcome
Week difficulties even though
Bell was in charge. Thoresen
wishes that other members
of the administration had
stepped up more to help Bell.
She feels that they were not
as present as they could have
been during orientation.
Vice President for Student Life Chris Clarke acknowledged that communication about compensation
could have been better. However, he mentioned multiple
steps that the administration
took to improve the CA experience, including increasing CA
pay and adding a bonus during
Welcome Week to account for

the extra hours. He added that
some student staff have told
him that this year’s Welcome
Week was better organized
and more respectful of their
time than it has been in previous years.
Clarke is not willing to
comment on individual orientation leaders’ personal
opinions, but he feels that the
compensation for orientation
leaders was well-documented
and fair, and he thanked Bell
for the work she did this year.
Clarke added that Lawrence is
looking to hire a Dean of the
First-Years, who will manage orientation and Welcome
Week in the future. He also
encouraged students with concerns to come to him or Bell.
The Lawrentian reached
out to Director of Residential
Education Stephanie Knoppa,
who was unavailable for comment.

Lawrence students work to boost Lawrence ranked 63rd best liberal
voter turnout in Wisconsin
arts school by U.S. News
Isabel Dorn
Staff Writer

_________________________

The Center for Community Engagement (CCE) is working to recruit and register voters for the midterm elections.
Several federal and state offices
are on the ballot this year, including the positions of U.S.
Senator and Governor of Wisconsin.
Sophomore Eliza Peetz,
who works in the Civics and Society division of the CCE, stated
that the CCE aims to increase
voter turnout amongst both the
student body and the broader
Appleton community through
collaborating with voting organizations such as the League
of Women Voters and the City

Clerk’s office.
Peetz explained that the
Help Desk at the Warch Campus Center can print out Voter
IDs for voters who do not have
a Wisconsin state ID via a simple email request, making it
quick and easy for student voters to register. Kami Lynch, the
City Clerk of Appleton, is also
visiting campus to assist with
student voter registration.
The CCE has also arranged for an Election Day
shuttle service between Lawrence University and the polling station on Tuesday, Nov.
8, increasing convenience and
accessibility.
According to Peetz, the
CCE is also trying to increase
voter turnout in Appleton’s

non-student
population
through its collaboration with
ESTHER
(Empowerment,
Solidarity, Truth, Hope, Equity
and Reform), a local grassroots
social justice organization.
Through this program, student volunteers can mail preaddressed voting reminders to
Appleton residents.
Peetz explained that her
role in the CCE is centered
around promoting civic engagement by educating people
about their voting rights.
“My focus is making sure
that people know how to vote,
when to vote and how to choose
whether they want to vote in
Wisconsin or in the state they
are from,” said Peetz. “I also

See page 2

Nathan Wall
News Editor

_______________________

Lawrence University was
ranked 63rd out of 201 national liberal arts colleges in
the annual U.S. News & World
Report, which evaluates and
ranks hundreds of colleges
and universities every year.
Notably, Lawrence achieved a
higher ranking in the category
“National Liberal Arts Colleges” than any other school
in Wisconsin, including Beloit
College, Ripon College and
St. Norbert College. Lawrence
was also ranked 38th in undergraduate teaching, 35th in
best-value schools and 49th in
First-Year experiences.
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Director of Institutional
Research Kristin McKinley
credited Lawrence’s ranking
to its 8-to-1 student/faculty
ratio, collaborative research
and performance projects between students and faculty, the
focus on the first-year experience and Lawrence’s financial
aid programs. McKinley added
that the Strategic Investment
Initiative, which was put into
effect in May, will continue to
make improvements to the institution in these areas, which
she believes will strengthen
Lawrence’s reputation.
Peter Blitstein, Interim
Provost and Dean of the Faculty, feels that Lawrence’s
ranking is “a very good thing.”

Blitstein commended the Lawrence faculty for their dedication and feels that the dedication of the faculty is a big
factor in Lawrence achieving
this ranking, citing the fact
that Lawrence is particularly
well regarded for the quality of
its academic program. He also
cited the 8-to-1 student/faculty
ratio and Lawrence’s image
among its peer colleges as reasons for the ranking.
Although he is pleased
with Lawrence’s ranking, Blitstein acknowledges that Lawrence could be higher and that
they would like to strive to
achieve that goal. Specifically,
Blitstein discussed what LawSee page 2

Lawrence’s new Welcome Arch on the corner of Drew St. and College Ave.
Photo by Yujie Shao.
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Lawrence students work...
continued from page 1

want to bring awareness to things that stop
people from voting, such as voter suppression –
especially of marginalized people.”
The LU Student Democrats, Lawrence’s
chapter of the College Democrats of Wisconsin,
are also working to increase voter registration
and turnout, although they are not working together with the CCE, as the CCE is a non-partisan organization.
The LU Dems have taken a hands-on approach to recruiting new voters. Outreach coor-

Lawrence ranked 63rd...
continued from page 1

rence is doing to further improve its academic

September 30, 2022

dinator Sam Brewer, a sophomore, leads doorto-door canvassing in the Appleton community
three times a week.
Brewer pointed out that since most of the
races in Wisconsin will be extremely close, even
a few votes can determine the results of the election. He pointed out that incumbent Wisconsin
Governor Tony Evers won his previous election
by an average of just two votes per ward.
He continued that statewide races are typically decided by a margin of 1% to 2%, making
Wisconsin one of the most competitive states in
the country.
Junior Rowan Tipping, the vice president
of LU Dems, praised the CCE for creating a well-

organized system for student voter registration.
“I was here in 2020, and there was not as
much effort put into making voting very accessible,” said Tipping. “It seems that they [the
CCE] are doing every single thing to make sure
it’s easy for students to vote in the state of Wisconsin.”
Tipping, Brewer and Peetz all expressed
that the winners of these elections will have influence over critical issues such as abortion access, voting rights and marriage equality.
“A lot of the values we hold dear are, in my
opinion, on the ballot,” said Tipping.
Both Brewer and Tipping emphasized that
student voter turnout is crucial in close elec-

tions, even at a small college like Lawrence.
“We can show them that we matter as
Lawrentians, as members of the Appleton community, and as students, and as citizens of Wisconsin,” said Brewer. “We have a lot of leverage
in terms of being able to advocate for issues and
being able to use our vote and our voice this upcoming election season.”
For students who are not yet registered to
vote, another student voter registration event
will be held on Monday, Oct. 3 from 10 a.m. to 1
p.m. in the Mead Witter Room of Warch Campus Center.

experience, including bringing on a new Director of Academic Advising, Jacklyn John Fisher.
Blitstein also discussed working on improving
Lawrence’s graduation rate.
Although Blitstein sees Lawrence’s ranking

as an achievement, and he hopes that Lawrence
will continue to score higher, he acknowledges
that the institution should not see high rankings
as the end goal of its improvements.
“We don’t do things to get a higher rank-

ing,” Blitstein said. “We do things to improve
the experiences of students that would lead us
to have a higher ranking.”
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Women’s soccer falls short against Lake Forest

Sports Editor

______________________________

Saturday 9/24 marked the opening of Midwest Conference play for
Lawrence’s soccer programs. Unfortunately for the Vikes, it didn’t go according to plan.
The game was a very tense affair, with little in the way of scoring
opportunities. The center of the field
was the battle ground of the day, as
the ball was pinged back and forth
between opposing center backs and
central midfielders. One team would

Sean McLaughlin
Sports Editor

______________________________

September 1st saw the European
transfer window slam shut, bringing
an end to an exciting summer that
saw many of Europe’s biggest football clubs exchanging players. Some
of the biggest names in the game
have packed their bags and moved
across countries to new teams in new
leagues. This week, I’ll attempt to
shine some light on a few of the most
important moves that took place this
summer.
Robert Lewandowski transferred from Bayern Munich to Barcelona for €60 million. Arguably the
best striker of his generation, Bayern
Munich talisman Robert Lewandowski decided this summer that at the
age of 34, it was time for a new challenge. He had played in the Bundesliga since 2010, starting his time in
the German top flight with Borussia
Dortmund before moving to Bayern
in 2014. Lewandowski has since become a Bayern legend, scoring 344
goals for the club in 375 games across
8 seasons, winning 8 league titles, 3

Sean McLaughlin
Sports Editor

______________________________

I’ve put off possibly writing
this article for some time as Serie A
is quite possibly the most difficult
league to predict in Europe these
days. Any one of seven sides could
realistically be predicted to finish in
the Champions League places, with
the ever-present threat of an outsider
team making a run to finish in the top
four always a viable possibility. We
have seen Udinese begin to do just
that in the early weeks of this season
with wins over Juventus and Roma a
clear indication of the Friulani’s intentions. At present, Juventus, once
champions of Italy nine times in a row
only a few seasons ago, sit in eighth
while Atalanta, who finished in eighth
last season, now sit second. 2020-21
champions and 2021-22 runners up
Inter Milan. But in the name of fun,
I’m going to have a stab at attempting
to predict the top six placers (the European qualifying spots) in the Italian
top flight, Serie A.
My 6th place prediction is Lazio.
Once again, Lazio will miss out on the
Champions League by a single league
placing. This decision was tough, as
the Biancocelesti possess a number of
quality weapons and a top manager
in Maurizio Sarri. However, I think
they just lack that last bit of consistency and defensive solidity to win
key matches against bigger sides. I
may live to eat my words considering
they have already beaten Inter Milan
this season, but Lazio never fail to

clear their lines, only for the opposite defensive midfielder to head
the ball right back into the danger
zone. From the off, it was very clear
these were two of the best teams in
the conference, both gunning for the
all-important winning start in conference play.
Emma Vasconez was Lawrence’s
most important player on the day,
winning the battle in midfield almost by herself on the day. Though
that is meant as no insult to Sophia
Morin, who also put up big defensive
numbers. Having been present at the

game myself, I can safely say that if
defensive statistics were kept, each
would have won the ball from an
opponent double digit times, which
is unheard of in high level soccer
matches. They were backed up by
the infallible center back duo of Cait
Rodko and Charlotte Linebarger,
who dominated the game from the
air. Rodko in particular was brilliant,
never once getting beaten one-on-one
and keeping Foresters’ striker Anna
Gracia quiet almost all day long.
In the end, the game came down
to missed chances. After a tense first

half in which neither team had a clear
sight of goal, the game came to life
in the second period when Lawrence
was awarded a penalty with around
30 minutes to play. Striker Cambrie
Rickard put it wide, and then had
to watch as Lake Forest went close
themselves less than a minute later as
a counterattack off the ensuing goal
kick led to a break away and the Foresters hitting the post. The game was
largely quiet from that point on, until
Gracia managed to get away from the
Lawrence defense on an Alyssa Xanos free kick, turning up unmarked at

the back post to tuck home and put
the visitors up 1-0. Lawrence gave
everything they had in the last eight
minutes, throwing bodies forward in
the attack as they hunted for one last
quality chance. In the end, they were
unsuccessful. Soccer can be a cruel
game sometimes, as it was on Saturday as the better team came up just
short.
The Vikings are back in action
at home on Saturday 10/1 at 1:30 pm
against Illinois College in their second conference match of the season.

DFB Pokals and the 2019-20 Champions League. He also is widely accepted to have deserved the Ballon
d’Or in 2020, though the award was
not given out that year due to COVID-19.
His move to Barcelona will be
exciting for blaugrana fans everywhere, especially considering his hot
start to the season and relatively low
fee. In his first 4 matches in La Liga,
Lewandowski has scored 5 goals.
Barcelona have also been drawn into
the same Champions League group
as Bayern, which makes for a pair of
eye-catching showdowns this coming
fall.
Antony transferred from Ajax
to Manchester United for €95 million. Only a few days before the window closed, an in-crisis Manchester
United splashed the cash on Ajax’s
Brazilian superstar winger Antony.
The player came into the public eye
as a result of some stunning performances in last season’s Champions
League, and now has seen his stature
reach new heights under the lights
at Old Trafford. And he got off to the
best possible start, scoring on his de-

but as United thrashed league leaders
Arsenal 3-1 at home.
Still, doubts linger about whether or not Antony will be able to cut it
in a much more highly paced, physical league. The Dutch Eredivisie is not
known for its physicality, and Antony
is a rather small man at 5’9” and 140
lbs. Last season at Ajax, he only managed 8 league goals in 23 matches. I
have my doubts, but the small sample
size available so far is promising.
Darwin Nunez transferred from
Benfica to Liverpool for €100 million. Darwin Nunez became the 14th
member of the €100 million transfer fee club when he left Portuguese
side Benfica for Liverpool in July.
This move took place in somewhat
of a transfer merry-go-round, as Liverpool’s Sadio Mane left for Bayern
Munich to replace Robert Lewandowski, which saw Liverpool open
their wallet to bring in Nunez. He
certainly looked to be a very promising prospect in 2021-22, scoring
26 league goals in 28 matches and 6
in 10 Champions League games, including one in each leg of Benfica’s
quarter final tie against new employ-

ers Liverpool. Perhaps these performances are what sold manager Jurgen Klopp on signing the Uruguayan
in the first place, as the fee seems very
high for a player with only one high
caliber scoring season under his belt.
And his early performances back up
these doubts, with a goal and an assist but also a silly red card through
3 Premier League games. Still, Liverpool very rarely get major purchases
wrong, so who am I to doubt that he
will be a success?
Chelsea’s defensive rebuild: included purchasing Koulibaly, Fofana
and Cucurella for a total of €204 million. In this final entry, I’ll be taking
a look at Chelsea’s attempts to rebuild their back line after losing key
defenders Andreas Christensen and
Antonio Rudiger for free at the expiration of their contracts. In their
places, Chelsea have signed Kalidou
Koulibaly from Napoli, Wesley Fofana from Leicester City, and Marc Cucurella from Brighton and Hove Albion. I am personally very conflicted
by these moves. Chelsea are my team
of choice, and these are three of the
best defenders in the world from the

2021-22 season. However, the fees
paid are astronomical. Wesley Fofana’s €89 million fee makes him the
fourth most expensive defender ever,
after a season in which he only played
a handful of matches due to a broken
leg. Cucurella’s fee of €72 million
was €55 million more than Brighton
had paid for him only a year earlier,
and was certainly inflated by interest
from Manchester City. Even Koulibaly, who cost around €45 million, was
still a bit of an overpayment considering he is now 31 years old and beyond
his peak years. Given that each of
these players will be on massive wages as well, I cannot help but think new
Chelsea owner Todd Boehly has been
taken advantage of in his first transfer window. Only time will tell if the
fees paid are worth it, but the warning signs are already abundant. Koulibaly has already received a red card,
and Chelsea have conceded 3 goals
away to a rather poor Leeds United
side. As a fan, I hope they come good
in the end.

disappoint in the long run.
On one side of the equation,
captain Ciro Immobile looks set
to hit his customary 25+ league
goal tally, while Luis Alberto is once
again up to his dazzling best. Pedro
scores key goals off the bench, and
Felipe Anderson looks to be quite a
pacy weapon cutting in off the right
wing. But on the other side of things,
goalkeeper Ivan Provedel has looked
shaky in the early part of the season,
while new signing Alessio Romagnoli is still adjusting to life in Rome.
Elsewhere in defense, Stefan Radu
doesn’t look up to Champions League
level as we found out in the 5-1 Europa League collapse the Roman side
suffered against Danish minnows
FC Midtjylland. For these reasons, I
think Lazio fall short of the top four
and finish sixth.
My 5th place prediction is
Roma. Jose Mourinho seems to have
Lazio’s city rivals ticking again for
the first time in half a decade, but not
without issue. The squad revamp this
summer seems to indicate that some
classic, outdated Mourinho tactics
are at play once again. In came 33
year old Nemanja Matic, who is well
past his best, as well as the aging
Georgino Wijnaldum. However, there
are signs of progression as well, with
some more flamboyant players that
Mourinho would not have gotten on
well with in the past coming in. Paulo
Dybala joined on a free trasnsfer and
immediately became the key man for
the Romans, running the attack from

the center of the park. Tammy Abraham is now in his second season in
Italy and looks ready to truly explode
as a goal scorer. Nicolo Zaniolo is
healthy again and looks to be bringing his brilliant form from the end
of last season, which saw him score
the winner in the Europa Conference
League final, into the new season as
well. And of course, captain Lorenzo
Pellegrini is as integral and brilliant
as ever.
However, the scars of last season’s inconsistency still linger with
early season masterclass performances against Monza and Juventus intermixed with heavy losses to high-flying Udinese and title rivals Atalanta.
Roma just seem to be far too capable
of mentally checking out of matches
to be genuine title contenders, which
leads me to believe they’ll miss out
on a Scudetto this season. Still, with
so much individual quality, a fourth
place finish is very doable, but I think
Mourinho’s side will just miss out.
My 4th place prediction is Atalanta. They may be sitting pretty
in fourth at the time of writing, but
like Lazio, Atalanta have a bad habit
of choking in games when it matters
most. They lost a number of crucial
matches last season, including 3-2 in
the final match of their Champions
League group, condemning them to
the Europa League, and key losses to
Verona and AC Milan in the Serie A
run in at the tail end of 2021-22. That
being said, they look to be refreshed
this season with no European football

to worry about, and have taken Serie
A by storm thus far, not losing to date
this season. The squad still doesn’t
seem to have many holes either. Key
midfielder Remo Freuler left for Nottingham Forest, but Teun Koopmeiners has stepped up big time with a
hat trick already this season. Young
defender Giorgio Scalvini looks the
real deal and has support from the
underrated Merih Demiral, while
Luis Muriel and Duvan Zapata always
guarantee goals. And of course, the
team’s key player Ruslan Malinovski
is still around and in top tier form. A
return to the Champions League is on
the cards for La Dea.
My 3rd place prediction is Inter
Milan. Inter look set to slide one place
further down the table this season after just narrowly missing out on the
title on the final day of last season.
The squad seems a little unbalanced
after the summer transfer business
conducted. Romelu Lukaku returned,
but was almost immediately injured
and has been out since. This has left
Lautauro Martinez to play alongside
Edin Dzeko, who is now 36 and even
less mobile than before. Other weapons like Alexis Sanchez have left,
while those who have stuck around
such as Joaquin Correa still seem to
be struggling to adjust to life in Milan.
There is still plenty to be excited about for Inter fans, don’t get
me wrong. Denzel Dumfries is still a
massive threat down the right wing,
while De Vrij and Skriniar are still

arguably the best central defensive
pairing in the league and Alessandro
Bastoni is clearly among the best defensive prospects in the world. And of
course, Nicolo Barella is world class
in the center of midfield. But just
something about watching the Bianconeri looks to be just off kilter. Perhaps the squad is simply tired after
a recent return to regular European
football, or perhaps trouble is brewing in the locker room. There is still
plenty of quality for a comfortable top
four finish, but not quite a title challenge this time around.
My 2nd place prediction is AC
Milan. Pipping their city rivals to second while just missing out on a repeat
as champions, I have AC Milan. Their
title win last season was quite a surprise given how many more goals Inter scored across the duration of the
season. The thing with AC is that they
always manage to stay in games they
seemingly shouldn’t and take points
from games that they don’t deserve.
That’s the mark of a good team: winning when they shouldn’t, as well as
when they should. The Rossoneri
have improved as well, even if only
marginally, adding Charles de Ketelaere from FC Brugge to the front
line and American right back Sergino
Dest from Barcelona. Midfield stalwart Franck Kessie has gone the other way to Barcelona, but doesn’t seem
to be missed too heavily.
The real strength of the team
seems to lie in the manager, Stefano
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Dragon by the Water
By Mara Logan
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Pen and Ink

By Mikayla Henry
To continue last week’s series, this edition features the other poem
I wrote inspired by Aphra Behn’s seemingly Sapphic works. In a similar
fashion, I decided to hint heavily at the Sapphic nature of the relationship
described in the poem, but scarcely allude to the gender of the narrating
lover in order to allow readers to hypothesize about the poem’s queerness
just as we did in class upon reading Behn’s work.
The Siren’s Call
Penetrate my senses if nothing
else – be it roughly, swiftly, I beg:
coax the soft sound of bliss from my lips as sirens
draw out the sailors from the safety of the
harbor.
Leave me shipwrecked across the expanse
of thy breasts – a sea of soft skin ahead to
fulfill my every thirst. Let me plunge into
your tidal pool, lose myself in its depths –
the pain comes without punishment,
as our form overrides
all risk of
sin.

Horoscopes week of 30
By Jamie Haak

based off of your sun sign

19):

Aries (March 21 - April

New beginnings and quick
changes are not uncommon to you
with the New Moon in Libra. A
focus on your interpersonal relationships, restating boundaries or
making compromises.With your ruling planet in Gemini you are finding
a need to look at the big picture and
strategize for your future.
20):

Taurus (April 20 - May

With Mercury retrograde in
Virgo you want to take a hardened
look into your relationships. Your
need for stability is causing you to
stay in relationships that are detrimental to your mental or physical
health. Using the New Moon to
jumpstart these endeavors would be
helpful to you.
20):

Gemini (May 21 - June

Your most famous trait is
duality with the sun in Libra. As
a peacemaker you are shoving
down your own needs to support
the quarrels of others. You need to
remember to take time for your own
needs and wants.
Cancer (June 21 - July 22):
You are a person that is fueled
by emotions. You have the ability
to act based on facts alone but it
doesn't come naturally to you. The
New Moon turns you towards your
sentimentality,cherishing family
members and friends.
Leo (July 23 - August 22):
While you are used to having
fixed opinions and morals. With
a focus on your relationships and
new for compromise and concrete
boundaries. It is important to you
to go out and form new connections
under this New Moon.
Virgo (August 23 September 22):
With your ruling planet in
Virgo you have a higher attention to
details with an inability to see the
big picture. You're leaning on concrete facts and are uncomfortable
with risky endeavors.
Libra (September 23 -

October 22):
You think of relationships as a
way to make you whole but do not
sacrifice yourself for others enjoyment. With Mercury in Virgo you
have a tendency to focus on the
details or the here and now rather
than planning ahead.
Scorpio (October 23 November 21):
While you are passionate
about new topics and ideas and
jump into them with ease now
might be the time to open yourself
to people. How you are seen by others is important to you to the point
of pushing aside your own needs.
While it is important to open yourself up to others, don't neglect the
credit and care that you deserve.
Sagittarius (November 22
- December 21):
With your ruling planet both
Aries and retrograde you are entering a time of rethinking your frame
of reality. While your propensity
to seek out new challenges is not
always negative do not neglect to
learn the details about your situation.
Capricorn (December 22 January 19):
Your tendency to need security can disable your ability to take
advantage of new opportunities.
With the New Moon you should
take advantage of new networking
opportunities.
Aquarius (January 20 February 18):
You set your own practically
immovable morals, make sure to
keep your mind open to others'
diversity of thinking. Boredom is
poison to you, remember to cater to
your creative mind.
Pisces (February 19 March 20):
As a mutable sign you are very
adaptable in this time of new beginnings and you feel right at home.
With your ruling planet in your
native sign as well as in retrograde
you are struggling with expressing your emotions - you’re longing
rather than doing.

Judgement

By Quinn Vincent
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Acid Reflex
By Renee Iris Bernal

Ghost Lover
By Isabel Dorn
Heaven help the soul who hopes to hold her
For her heart is a rebellious bird
Her love is paradise till the dream is over
Your eyes grow fonder as her touch grows colder
On your knees, you beg for every silken word
Heaven help the soul who hopes to hold her
You seek her attention, but she likes them older
Rich and infirm as she prefers
Her love is paradise till the dream is over
Her left hand bears a silver lock
But heed no logic, for your heart is stirred
Heaven help the soul who hopes to hold her
On you she turns her snakelike shoulder
Scream till dawn, but your pleas go unheard
Her love is paradise till the dream is over
Her left hand bears a silver lock
Still your heart cries, undeterred
Heaven help the soul who hopes to hold her
Her love is paradise, but now your dream is over

Answers to last week’s crossword:
Across
4. Milwaukee-Downer
5. Arch
8. LUAROO
12. Main Hall Green
13. Cabaret
15. Nipple of Knowledge
16. Spirit Space
21. VR
22. Colman
23. CAS
24. Bjorklunden
25. The Rock

Wanting

By Meridian Ondrejka
“some of the waves of longing speak under a cover of new snow”
Silence.
Oppressive and yet
There is that shimmer.
The light,
Shining into your eyes
Off of the new snow
Like the light,
That shines into your eyes
When you look
At her.
Or him.
What's the difference?
It still hurts
All the same
Perhaps one
Is more acceptable.
But the longing?
It remain
Buried
Will it thaw someday?
Who will ever know?
For if they do,
They are not telling you.
And so you stand
Feet freezing in the snow
Light bright in your eyes
And you just admire
You admire the beauty
That you are lucky
To witness
And you survive
On that.

Mimi's Comic
By Mimi Condon

Down
1. Eagles
2. Riverbugs
3. IHRTLUHC
6. Broomball
7. Honeybee
8. London Centre
9. Plato
10. Midwest
11. Andrew
14. Trivia
16. Shoutbox
17. Amos
18. Mile of Music
19. Light
20. Farmers
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Cultural spotlight: Alianza celebrates Latinx identities for
Hispanic Heritage Month

Isabel Dorn

Staff Writer
________________________________

This is the first installment of a
new series highlighting student leaders
who are making a positive impact at
Lawrence by sharing their cultures and
uplifting their communities. In honor of
Hispanic Heritage Month, this week’s
article features Alianza, a student organization dedicated to supporting Latinx
students.
Alianza has organized four events to
celebrate Hispanic Heritage Month, which
runs from Sep. 15 to Oct. 15. They started
strong with a trivia night on Sep. 21, featuring frozen desserts from Fríos Mexican
Treats. On Sep. 28, they hosted “Poems of
Our Homeland”, an event where students
could write poems to celebrate their culture, nationality, and ethnicity. The third
event, Noche de Juegos (Game Night), will
be held in collaboration with Pan-Asian
Organization on Oct. 5.
Alianza’s events will culminate in
a massive Hispanic Heritage Month
Celebration on Main Hall Green on Oct.
15. There will be multiple food trucks and
live dance performances that capture the
essence of Hispanic and Latinx culture.
I caught up with Alianza’s five-member board – co-chairs Kaylie Lopez and
Tania Sosa, treasurer Laurance Campos,
publicist Arlet Montalvo-Mosso, and secretary Daniel Godoy – to find out more
about their organization’s goals, as well as
their individual experiences with culture
and society as Hispanic and Latinx students.
Lopez, a junior majoring in biochemistry and minoring in Spanish, stepped
into her role as co-chair because she
wanted to help build a strong Latinx community on campus.
“I knew that in order to feel comfortable in my surroundings, I needed to take
a leadership position and make the change
myself,” she said.
She stated that the most important
aspect of her position is listening, uplifting
and platforming her fellow Alianza members so the organization can cater to their
needs.
“As a board member, I just want to
make sure that the rest of my board members feel heard,” said Lopez. “We talk a lot
to our other members, we hear what they
want to see, and we try to make it a reality.”

Although Lopez is excited about celebrating Hispanic Heritage Month, she
argued that the term Hispanic does not
fully encompass the diversity of the Latinx
community.
“Latinidad can mean very different
things [to different people], and they may
not use the same term when it comes
to identifying. That’s totally okay,” said
Lopez. “The Latino community is a thriving, beautiful and diverse group of individuals.”
She also encouraged people to educate themselves about Latinx culture
all year round, not just during Hispanic
Heritage Month. She urged Lawrence to
provide more resources for undocumented
students and hopes that building a strong
Latinx community on campus can close
the gap in graduation rates between Latinx
students and their white peers.
“We’re here, we exist, and we’re just
going to keep showing up and proving the
statistics wrong when it comes to Latinos
and higher education,” Lopez said.
Sosa, a junior majoring in psychology
and minoring in neuroscience, is excited
for the Hispanic Heritage Month events
because preserving and celebrating cultural traditions plays a critical role in her
Hispanic identity. She decided to become
co-chair after witnessing how Alianza’s
events brought joy to the Lawrence community.
“Seeing everyone so happy and so
united at this event made me want to continue to have those kinds of celebrations
here on campus,” said Sosa.
While most Alianza events take place
in the Diversity and Intercultural Center,
Sosa said that the board plans to host
some events at Latinx-owned small businesses in downtown Appleton. She also
hopes that her leadership will inspire
younger students to join Alianza so the
organization can continue its mission in
the future.
Sosa, who identifies as Hispanic
and grew up in a Mexican community in
Texas, sees Hispanic Heritage Month as
an opportunity to bring awareness to the
difficulties the Latinx community faces in
both the United States and in their own
countries.
“We want to create a community –
not only with our members, but also with
the rest of the Lawrence students,” she
said. “Most of them haven’t been exposed
to these different cultures, so we want to

bring everyone together through these
events.”
While she praised the staff at the
Diversity and Intercultural Center for
helping Alianza organize their events, she
also admitted that organizing these events
can be stressful because diversity organizations receive little support from administration and faculty.
“We already have so much on our
plates. It would just be helpful if faculty
would be more involved in the organization, the planning and making it come to
life at the end,” said Sosa. “We just want
to make sure that our students get the best
events possible.”
Campos, a junior majoring in biology, echoed Lopez’s interest in presenting
the diversity of the Latinx community. He
shared that Alianza helped him to adjust
to life at Lawrence after growing up in a
predominantly Mexican community in
Texas.
“I really wanted a sense of community because when I first came to campus,
I was very lost and I felt outnumbered.
I went to a predominantly Latinx high
school, so it was weird transitioning to a
predominantly white university.”
Campos is especially excited about
the upcoming dance performances at the
Hispanic Heritage Month Celebration.
“I love cultural expressions,” he said.
“I never got to do the dances that my family grew up with, so seeing them in such a
happy, playful way makes me very proud.”
As Alianza’s treasurer, Campos
expressed the importance of proper funding for diversity organizations so they can
continue their work. When asked about
how people can better support his community, he advised non-Latinx people to
engage with Latinx culture but cautioned
against cultural appropriation.
“It sometimes feels that being Latinx
is being treated almost like a caricature,
like something to cosplay and use as a
costume,” said Campos. “Respect the different cultures and communities without
expressing it in a way that takes advantage
of it.”
Montalvo-Mosso, a junior majoring in biochemistry and biology with a
minor in ethnic studies, oversees advertising for Alianza’s events on social media.
Like Lopez, she said that her MexicanAmerican upbringing has influenced how
she approaches the idea of community.
“The community [in Mexico] is there

to support you as you go on in life, and
I really appreciate that. I want to bring
that sense of community here as well,”
Montalvo-Mosso said.
She believes that building a supportive community for marginalized students
can help them succeed, reducing college
dropout rates. She’s particularly passionate about helping first- and second-year
Latinx students feel welcome as they navigate their Lawrence experience.
Montalvo-Mosso wants to advocate
for Latinx students when they encounter
microaggressions or other forms of discrimination, both in and out of the classroom. She also highlighted the need for
more resources for immigrants. “I want
the university to have a department where
immigrant students can ask for resources
or immigration advice or scholarships that
pertain to them,” she stated.
Junior Daniel Godoy, who’s majoring in biochemistry and chemistry with a
minor in anthropology, expressed great
pride in his Colombian heritage. He
shared that his identity as a Colombian
feels prominent at Lawrence because he is
one of the few Colombians on campus.
As an immigrant, Godoy joined the
board because he wants to help students
through feelings of culture shock and isolation.
“I’ve navigated those feelings in the
past, and ever since high school, I’ve been
wanting to help others navigate those feelings as well,” he said. “I felt like Alianza
was one way to continue working towards
that personal goal of mine while also having a good time.”
Although some of Alianza’s events do
seek to inform the Lawrence community
about Hispanic and Latinx culture, Godoy
urged non-Latinx students to do their
own research rather than relying solely on
Latinx people to educate them.
“Alianza members and Latinx students on campus are not here as educators
when it comes to our cultures or history,”
he said. “If we want to educate others on
those things, then that’s fine. But it’s ultimately not our job to do so. Do a little bit
of your own work.”
Godoy closed his interview with a few
thoughtful words for the readers.
“I hope that whoever gets to read this
gets to reflect on what they’re doing to
support the Hispanic community and are
able to celebrate with us,” he said.

Summer Institute (SI) in the eyes of the director
Blair Vandehey

Staff Writer
________________________________

There was much to be said about
this year’s Lawrence University Summer
Institute (SI, once called the Freshman
Academic Institute) by Curricular Director
Amy Nottingham, the head of the program. Descriptions like ‘a lot to offer’
regarding the course floated around the
interview on multiple occasions.
SI is a program open to all admitted
first-year students in the summer just
before they begin their time at Lawrence,
but it has especially been designed with
the needs of first-generation and international students in mind. Nottingham
described SI as a “bridge” into college,
giving incoming students a head start in
campus life academically, socially, navigationally and personally. This is the second
year since COVID-19 began that it has
been administered in person.

Students involved in the program are
introduced to college life through a multitude of community-building activities as
well as two mini-classes. The first class is
a seminar-style class modeled after FirstYear Studies; in the duration of the class,
students will have the chance to fine-tune
their thesis development, deep reading
and active participation skills in an environment not dissimilar to what they will
encounter come Fall Term.
The second class, Topics in
Psychology, allows the student to dip
their toes into a more passive lecture-style
course; the goal is to practice notetaking,
listening and internal comprehension
of the material. Both classes present an
opportunity to make the individual’s transition into what is expected in a collegelevel curriculum much smoother, and
completion of both courses even counts
for three credits towards graduation.

Aside from the early introduction to
academics at Lawrence, SI participants
can enjoy several extracurricular activities
which help them begin developing relationships with other Lawrentians early. A
weekend at Björklunden ended the program this summer. There, students could
connect with one another in a relaxed
environment. Often, the early formation
of these bonds helps a student advance
in their social life at the university before
their first term even begins.
Heading, for the first time since the
pandemic began, to the Oneida Nation in
Green Bay was another highlight of the
summer. Some of the activities included
learning about the Oneida Nation’s sustainability systems through touring their
food production facilities and helping pick
apples from their orchards.
Nottingham emphasized one of the
more implicit takeaways from the Summer

Institute—what it means to go to a liberal
arts school. Especially in the seminar
class, students are encouraged to engage
with one another through active listening
and discussion, leaving room for potential
disagreements. Nottingham noted that
though each student has their own beliefs,
which could lead to the aforementioned
disagreements, being able to talk through
these unique ideas helps to create understanding of opposing views.
The students of SI refine these skills
through studying Biased: Uncovering
the Hidden Prejudice That Shapes What
We See, Think, and Do by Jennifer L.
Eberhardt, PhD, chosen specifically for the
program. The text was adopted into the
course three years ago when Nottingham
took up the position of the Curricular
Director around the same time as the
murder of George Floyd. The antiracist

See page 7
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Scenes from a night of jazz in Paris
Alana Melvin
Photo Editor

My friends and I frequently explore the jazz clubs of Paris. These photos are from an experimental jazz club in an abandoned train station.

Mural of a person’s face on the front of the train station in which the bar and club is

In France, it is disrespectful to talk while the performers are playing in a club. This is a

located.

sign to
remind the audience to be quiet while they are performing.

A group performs electro jazz, a mix of standard jazz and EDM music.

Series A predictions...
continued from page 3

Pioli. He has an uncanny ability to get every
last drop of production out of all of his players.
Pioli has managed to turn Rafael Leao from a
very average wide striker into the key man at
the San Siro, as he was directly involved in 19
goals in the league last season. He has continued that form this season as well with 6 goal
contribution in 6 games. Similar could be said
for old man Olivier Giroud, who everyone
thought was well past his best by the time he

Summer Institute...

continued from page 6
work focuses on implicit bias, which can
help lead readers further to an open mind
and dispel preconceptions through reading about events they may have not ever
experienced personally.
This year, SI consisted of five
Program Assistants (PAs) -- upper-year
students who help run events and act

A late night walk along the Seine after the jazz bar.

arrived in Italy. He managed 11 goals last season at age 34 including key strikes against Inter Milan and Napoli and has another 3 already
this year. The only issue with AC is their lack of
a star player, which is almost always necessary
to dig any good team out of an occasional hole.
The next team, however, does.
My 1st place prediction is Napoli. I never
thought I’d be making this prediction based on
the summer transfer window, but here we are. I
think Napoli will win Serie A this season.
At the end of last season, the Neapolitans

looked to be a complete mess. They collapsed
in the title race, finishing a distant third, and
lost key players this summer. Out went captain
Lorenzo Insigne as well as star defender Kalidou Koulibaly and key midfielder Fabian Ruiz.
In their place came the unfancied trio of Kvicha
Kvaratshkelia, Tanguy NDombele, and MinJae Kim. The first has turned out to be a world
beater in the making and a definite upgrade on
Insigne, the second is a very useful rotation option in midfield despite his turbulent time at
Tottenham, and the third is now the club’s best

defender. Kvaratshkelia in particular has been
phenomenal, scoring a brace on his debut and
being by far the club’s best player since his arrival from Dinamo Batumi in Georgia. The result is that after seven matches, Napoli are top
of the table and have recorded a historic 4-1
win over Liverpool in the Champions League.
I expect Napoli to continue this form and win
Serie A.

as mentors and friends for their incoming first-years -- and 48 students, six of
whom were international.
Nottingham highlighted what made
this year of SI students unique; the class
this year was especially engaged in every
aspect of the program. She pointed out
that they took on each project with a
hunger to learn and a readiness to talk
with each other and excelled at thinking in both personal and group-oriented

senses. Everybody formed their own
thoughts on a given subject and further
developed them as they shared their
perspective and listened to the opinions
of other classmates. As a teacher of FirstYear Studies for many years, Nottingham
was impressed with how quickly the students were open to each other’s thought
processes, even going as far to say that
they ‘gelled’ as a group, forming a mutual
understanding of each other through

respectful discussion.
Summer Institute, Lawrence’s ‘preseason’ orientation, has much to offer
incoming first-year students. Nottingham
herself expressed her love for the program
in her summary of the course and considered the university lucky to have such a
mutually beneficial program for everyone
involved.
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The art you walk by

Alex Alden
Staff Writer

_____________________________

Public art is a staple of contemporary cities in America, and for good
reason. It both supplies a welcome
breath of air from the overwhelming urbanization which surrounds us
and (ideally) symbolizes values which
define us. Lawrence University is
home to many small sculptures and
a few larger ones. Each piece has a
story, and features in our daily lives,
whether we are aware of it or not.
Above the main staircase in the
Warch Campus Center is one of the
most prominent sculptures on campus, passed under by hundreds of
students each day. Entitled “Place to
Place”, it was constructed by the artistic duo Gail Simpson and Aristotle
Georgiades and installed in Sept. of
2009. The creation was under the
guise of the “Actual Size Artworks”
project, which aims to enrich public
spaces with relevant and meaningful
artwork.
The sculpture’s basic form is
simple enough; it is two strips of intertwined fabricated aluminum, measuring 30 inches in all. The work plainly
depicts two upside-down staircases,
combined in a double helix fashion.
When asked about their interpretation of the sculpture, sophomore
David Hernandez described it as representing the “highs and lows of the
college experience,” while sophomore
Bruna Velez noted that “it doesn’t take
away from the space [in Warch],” and
instead “adds to it.”
Indeed, the impressions from
both students are right in line with the
artists’ intentions. The work’s accompanying plaque describes it as a sitespecific depiction of the uncertainty
and windy roads of student life, while

Mikayla Henry

ers to Sunday Mass. This description is almost nonsensical, given that
a typical person passing by could
never assume these details from such
extreme abstraction. The sculpture
itself is of questionable placement, as
it covers a path into the grass which
duplicates a parallel path beside it. At
night, it is impossible to see and overshadowed by another sculpture close
by, the “Otāēciah"
The “Otāēciah” (o-TAA-cheeah) sculpture south of the Seeley G.
Mudd Library is the newest largescale public art on Campus. Created
by the architect Chris T. Cornelius and
installed in 2021, its title translates
to ‘Crane’, which is a traditional clan
symbol of the Menominee nation.
The work is a remarkable cohesion of ideas; its overlapping panels
resemble bird feathers, the intricate
outward details evoke traditional
regalia and textile designs, while the
piece physically points towards the
Menominee Reservation.
Placed beside a busy path on
campus, the sculpture is a clear
acknowledgment and legitimization
of the Menominee people. The surrounding lights artfully illuminate the
work at night, solidifying the visibility
of indigenous people—day or night.
These three sculptures are
only some of the many on campus.
Others include the statue of a girl
in Hawthornden, the Merrill Hall
Sundial and the many small statues
by Shona artists dispersed throughout
campus. An artwork’s existence, however, does not automatically affirm its
quality. It is up to us to always scrutinize and examine public art, so we
surround ourselves with pieces that
reflect both us and our community.

Book Club: falling into dark
academia

Columnist

__________________

its enclosure is explained as a “cocoon
[…] in the supportive context of the
university.”
A fault arises in the sculpture’s
size; as a piece which towers above
three floors, its scale does not take full
advantage of the huge space available.
For some reason, its plaque is distant
from the main floor, making it difficult to notice, let alone read.
On the other side of the spectrum
is “Aerial Landscape,” an unapologetically abstract work situated
immediately west of the Wriston Art
Center. The work was created by Rolf
Westphal, a former Distinguished
Visiting Professor in Studio Art at
the university. Among the older artworks on campus, the piece was first
installed in 1988, and reinstalled in
2014 after four years of restoration.
The sculpture includes three
overlapping arch-like figures made
from yellow stainless steel. It seems,
even, that each piece is an upsidedown “L” attached to an upside-down
“U”—perhaps signifying Lawrence
University. There are also four -strangely distant -- surrounding bollards.
The abstraction makes it easy
for viewers to arrive at drastically
different interpretations. When asked
about what they thought it represented, sophomore Emma Sayeg saw it as
a collection of geometric shapes, “triangles, some pyramids [or] an arch,”
while senior Julian Hofstetter compared it to the logo of British musician
Aphex Twin. Differently, sophomore
Samantha Piwoni noted that she and
her friends often likened it to french
fries.
Who can blame them? The nearby plaque describes it as representing
the front of a Finnish church boat
that transported distant churchgo-

While books and genres aren’t
always tied directly to the seasons –
unless you’re reading something that
blatantly has “Christmas” in the title –
oftentimes mood readers crave books
that perfectly capture the essence of
whatever season they happen to be in.
The beauty of blossoms in springtime
often inspires the need for a wistful romance, while the freedom of summer
leads to the need for books that are
just as bright and cheerful as the feeling of sun rays on your arms. When it
comes to autumn, on the other hand,
we need something that captures the
same beautiful intensity and tragedy that the harsh wind blows in once
September comes around. One of the
most popular genres to capture these
sentiments would be dark academia,
which often focuses on the romanticism of higher education, the study
of classic art and literature, poetry,
Greek classics and the Gothic theme.
A lot of the works within this genre
tackle dark and difficult topics, such
as mental health struggles, existentialism, perfectionism to the point of
obsession and, to add to the plot, most
likely feature some murder. In order
to get your TBR pile ready for fall, I’m
going to discuss some rather popular
dark academia titles you may want to
add to your list.
One of the gateway dark academia
titles often discussed is “The Secret
History” by Donna Tartt. The book
follows a group of unique, eccentric
students who are influenced by their
classics professor to start viewing the
world in a new light – thus slowly
corrupting them into committing an
incredible act of violence that proves
itself to be only the beginning of their
crimes. The characters, though flawed
and ultimately horrendous people, are
so alluring and fascinating that you
can’t help but fall in love with them.
The plot moves at a snail’s pace once
in a while, but the buildup redeems all
of those moments as the story starts
to plummet at breakneck speed after
reaching the climax – spoiler alert,

it’s a murder. Does the book come off
as being a bit pretentious occasionally? Definitely. Is some of the prose
absolutely brilliant? Absolutely. Is
this 600-page novel actually worth it?
Ultimately, it’s not for everyone, but I
can honestly say it’s in my Top Ten favorite reads and worth the hype.
Not convinced? Not to worry, for
I have a few more titles up my sleeve.
Micah Nemerever’s “These Violent Delights” follows the obsessive and toxic
relationship between two academic
geniuses as they discover what bond
ultimately ties them together – spoiler
alert, it’s also murder if you haven’t
noticed the theme yet. The book is often described to being a cross between
“The Secret History” and “Call Me By
Your Name,” though I can tell you that
you will hate these characters despite
being irrevocably caught up in their
beautiful trainwreck of a relationship.
If you want more of a Sapphic element added to your next read, look
no further than “Sirens and Muses”
by Antonia Angress. Though I haven’t
read it quite yet, it’s going to be one
of my next autumn reads if I don’t get
too wrapped up in the horror genre
for October’s recommendations. The
book takes a bit of a different turn
than these last few titles as it A) focuses primarily on the art world in
college rather than classics and B)
doesn’t seem to involve murder from
what I can tell. No promises though!
The book follows Louisa and her
roommate Karina as they study at the
Wrynn College of Art, soon finding
themselves in a deeply sensual and
artistic relationship, while still being
fascinated by their classmate and a
visiting professor. The novel is a commentary on identity, art, scandal, success, money and class, and I am absolutely delighted to read it.
If none of these quite caught your
eye, don’t fret, for there’s plenty of
other amazing dark academia titles
out there. From “If We Were Villains,”
“Bunny” and “Ninth House,” to “The
Picture of Dorian Gray” and “Vicious,”
I’m sure that perfect autumn read is
just a Goodreads search away.

Aerial Landscape.
Photo by Katie Vo.

Otāēciahi.
Photo by Katie Vo.

Comic Charater Spotlight:
Yelena Belova
Kat Girod
Columnist

_____________________

"The Secret History" by Donna Tartt.
Photo from Amazon.

“These Violent Delights” by Micah Nemerever.
Photo from Amazon.

"Sirens and Muses" by Antonia Angre.
Photo from Amazon.

Welcome to this week’s Comic
Character Spotlight! To continue the
trajectory of last week - highlighting a side character in the Marvel
Cinematic Universe who is set to rise
into the spotlight - we’ll be looking at
Yelena Belova.
Yelena was created by Devin Grayson and J.G. Jones. She first appeared
in “Inhumans” issue #5 in 1999. She
was the second character within the
present timeline to be dubbed as
Black Widow, the first being Natasha
Romanov. She has also been depicted
as a member of S.H.I.E.L.D, Vanguard
and HYDRA.
She possesses a wide range of combat-focused abilities such as peak athleticism, gymnastics, martial arts as
well as military and espionage training.
She was born in Moscow, Soviet
Russia and similarly to Natasha Romanov, Yelena was trained as both
a spy and assassin in the Red Room
- the Soviet training facility created
to produce highly specialized spies.
After the murder of her trainer, Pyotr
Vasilievich Starkovsky, she takes on
the mantle of ‘Black Widow’ and volunteers for a mission that leads her to
cross paths with Natasha.
Despite their similar origins,
Yelena’s mission entailed murdering Natasha. However, understanding them both to be victims of their
upbringing, Natasha guides Yelena
to seek her own identity. Moreover,
Natasha emphasizes that blind adherence to the role of ‘Black Widow’ and

its accompanying responsibilities to
the nation will not ultimately benefit
Yelena. Through learning the realities
of the espionage industry, Yelena is
free from the manipulation she suffered at its hands.
After the death of Natasha as a
result of HYDRA’s cruelty, Yelena
assumes the ‘Black Widow’ role once
again for the purpose of honoring
her foe-turned-ally. She avenges her
through eliminating HYDRA’s remnants throughout the world.
Yelena Belova is also featured in
the third season of the “Avengers Assemble” (2013) animated series and is
voiced by Julie Nathanson. Otherwise,
in the Marvel Cinematic Universe she
is portrayed by Florence Pugh and
appears in various projects such as
the film “Black Widow” (2020) and
Disney Plus series “Hawkeye” (2021).
Additionally, Florence is set to reprise
her role as Yelena in the 2024 film
“Thunderbolts.” Interestingly, in the
MCU, she and Natasha are sisters who
were raised and trained in the Red
Room together. This contrasts with
the comic books which saw them unrelated and trained in the Red Room
at separate time periods.
Despite only being in two projects
in the MCU thus far, Yelena has risen
in popularity as a personal and fan
favorite. Her performance in “Black
Widow” (2020) was well received,
although the film itself was subjected
to mixed reviews. Similarly, many
agreed that she was the highlight of
“Hawkeye” (2021). I’m excited to see
her continue flourishing in the MCU
and eagerly anticipate her return in
2024’s “Thunderbolts.”
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Billy Greene
Columnist

_____________________________

“Hindsight’s a friend” — nobody
knows that better than sophomore
Miranda Lile (she/her) who released
her debut album “Ellipsis” on March
12, 2022. I interviewed her on Sept.
21, 2022, about the creation and sixmonth anniversary of the album.
Lile’s music — for those of
you who haven’t given it a listen —
spreads across the folk, pop, and
indie spectrum. From the whimsical
“Raspberries” and “Ephraim” to the
expansive “Not Just for Night” and
“Right Now,” “Ellipsis” finds strength
in its diversity.
What truly ties this album
together however is the title itself:
“Ellipsis.” For Lile, the idea of the
ellipsis is one of time: it can begin
a sentence, end a thought, leave a
moment to pause … or somewhere in
between. Those three dots can lead to
or from anywhere.

Hindsight’s a friend: a conversation with
Lawrentian singer/songwriter Miranda Lile

It is in that transitive space
“Ellipsis” bloomed. The concept resonated especially during the COVID-19
pandemic. Isolation and its inevitable
reflection allowed Lile to refine her
song craft and poetry until vaccinations allowed her to begin recording
in a studio in 2021.
However, what sonically ties
these seven tracks together, as Lile
calls it, is their “rough earthiness.”
The pizzicato strings of pandemic
anthem “Right Now” come to mind,
as well as the old guitar used on the
poetic “Stubborn.” Lile remarks how
it was a “nightmare to record” with
Crow — the name of that old guitar.
It was her father’s before, who coincidentally wrote a song on it when Lile
was born.
Maybe the braiding of history
and change is what makes “Ellipsis”
such a magical listen. “Ephraim,” a
masterclass in storytelling, describes
the Door County town and how places
alter with age. Will it be the same
when you return a few years down

the line?
Similarly, one of the topics that
kept coming up between Lile and I
was how these songs kept shifting
meaning as they aged; most notably, the past-laden and aforementioned “Right Now” and “Stubborn.”
Their power comes from capturing a
moment hot off the iron while leaving
room for the audience to paint their
own picture.
The Lile-certified banger of
this album is “Without You,” which
accomplishes this individualism the
best. She explains how her friends
and listeners alike have related it to
their platonic, parental and romantic
connections, all with varying degrees
of attachment or absence.
“There’s guilt in freedom,” she
notes. And that is evident on the last
chorus of the song, where the lyric
changes from “I can’t wait to get by
without you” to “I can only get by with
you.” Lile understands the difficulty of
succumbing to bad habits and people:
a sentiment explored on the fantastic

A musical escape to 19th-century Europe with
Profs. Steven Paul Spears and Kristin Roach
Helen Panshin
Staff Writer

__________________

If the pace of ten-week terms was
already starting to get to you by the
end of week two, and you found yourself wanting to escape to a different
time and place, Associate Professor of
Music and tenor, Steven Paul Spears,
and Assistant Professor of Music and
pianist Kristin Roach, may have had
the perfect remedy. Attending their
joint recital in the Memorial Chapel
on Sunday, Sep. 25, was like boarding
a musical time machine to visit idealized versions of the world imagined by
19th-century European composers.
First stop: Austria. Spears and
Roach began with a set of pieces by
Franz Schubert, the first of which was
titled “Adelaide.” As the text was in
German, Spears provided a translation which informed us that the lyrics were those of a love song laden
with images of the beauty of nature
in springtime, a theme that carried
through several of the other pieces on
the program.
The performers captured the essence of this imagery touchingly. The
gentle flowing of the piano throughout much of the piece offered a sense
of comfort and security which was
matched by the vocal line. While there
was a sense of longing in the lyrics and
the music, it was expressed more as
sincere fondness than as intense passion and therefore did not disrupt the
trance-like mood of the piece.
The next selection in this set
was “Nacht und Träume (Night and
Dreams).” If I had to describe the feeling of a weighted blanket using music,
this piece would be a good fit. The
lyrics in the first half of the piece are
about enjoying the quietness of nighttime. A chord change in the piano then
marks a transition representing daybreak, and the second half of the piece
expresses wanting nighttime to return
once the day has started.
While the first two selections were
both exceptionally placid, the third,
“Ganymed,” had a bit more of a playful bounce to it. While the atmosphere
of the piece was light and energetic,
even excited in places, the subject
matter was not purely frivolous. The
piece took its title and lyrics from a
poem by Goethe in which Ganymed, a
young man, expresses his love for God
and his admiration for the beauty of
nature that He has created.
The poem is based on an ancient
Greek myth in which the relationship
between Ganymed and Zeus is sexual,
and while that aspect is less overt in
Goethe’s version, there is still a strong
sense of devotion and intimacy in the
poem and in Schubert’s piece.
Spears and Roach then transported us to France, for a pair of com-

positions by Henri Duparc, the first
of which was “Chanson Triste (Sad
Song).” Thankfully, this piece did not
reflect the unimaginative nature of its
title. The lyrics continued the established themes of nature imagery and
love, but from a less lighthearted approach, as they described someone
hoping that being with their beloved
would relieve their suffering.
Roach's accompaniment set the
nighttime scene with fluid patterns
running across the lower and middle
register of the piano, while forays into
the upper register could represent
stars or the moonlight referred to in
the lyrics. Spears demonstrated a convincing show of vulnerability through
both his voice and his facial expressions.
The second piece by Duparc was
“Phidylé,” another love song laden
with luscious descriptions of birds,
trees and the like. The piano began
with almost hypnotizing repetitive
chords, and subsequently the lyrics
encouraged Phidylé to fall asleep in
the meadow.
As Spears continued to describe
the surroundings, both voice and
piano gained freedom and ardor in
parts and serenity in others, allowing
Phidylé’s lover to express his underlying feelings for her through nature
imagery.
After this brief trip to France,
Spears and Roach returned us to Austria for a set of four pieces by Hugo
Wolf, the first of which was “Der Rattenfänger (The Rat Catcher).” This
piece was sort of the oddball of the
program. While it kept us in the same
sort of mythical fairytale land as many
of the other pieces, the story it told
was that of the pied piper using music
to lure away rats, children and women
to kill them -- clearly more macabre
than the other songs.
As Spears introduced the piece, he
explained that “it’s creepy, it’s meant
to be creepy” and likened its style to
that of Schubert’s famous “Erlkönig.”

He also drew our attention to the
motifs in the piano accompaniment
of rats running and of a lute being
plucked. As he sang, Spears brought
out the storytelling element of the
piece by raising his eyebrows in more
dramatic spots.
The next selection by Wolf was
“Verborgenheit (Seclusion).” In it, a
man pleaded with the world to leave
him alone and let him experience suffering and joy without the temptation
of love. The song began slowly and in
a state of melancholy, but as the poem’s speaker continued to explore his
internal emotions, the music built in
intensity before returning to the lyrics and music from the beginning, this
time with a sense either of weariness
or peace.
The third composition by Wolf
was “Anakreons Grab (Anacreon’s
Grave).” Anacreon was an ancient
Greek lyric poet, and the text describes
the passing of the seasons around his
grave. Spears and Roach effectively
captured the somber, elegiac quality
of this piece with tenderness.
The final piece of the program was
Wolf’s “Er ists’s (Spring is here).” After the darker themes of the previous
three selections, Spears and Roach
returned to the cheerfulness of the
pieces with which they had begun the
recital. The piano accompaniment
fluttered throughout “Er ists’s,” as
Spear gleefully sang of blue sky and
flowers.
Our time travel machine returned
us to the 21st century in Lawrence’s
Memorial Chapel, as the audience enthusiastically applauded Spears and
Roach in gratitude for the journey
they had taken us on. Their program
covered the range of the emotional
spectrum of human experience, from
death and grief to love and joy, leaving
us with optimism to carry us through
the coming weeks.

Steven Paul Spears, tenor, and Kristin Roach, pianist perform in the Chapel.
Photo by Kai Frueh.

“Indulgence” as well.
At LUaroo 2022, which is
Lawrence’s annual student-organized music festival, “Without You,”
“Indulgence,” and a handful of other
“Ellipsis” songs came with new
arrangements of strings and horns,
as well as the traditional drums, guitar, keys and guitar. I had the luck of
seeing Lile perform, and it was nothing short of magnificent. Pictures and
footage of the performance can be
found on her Instagram — @miranda.
lile — and her website — mirandalile.
com.
These arrangements sound just
as wonderful on the actual record.
Her producer, Tom Riddle, masterfully paints her vision across “Ellipsis.”
Miranda Cecsarini plays all the live
strings on the album. Malcolm and
Darrin Lile — who are Lile’s brother and father respectively — appear
on bass and drums on “Not Just for
Night.” On the same track, Riddle’s
interns also helped with additional
guitar soundscapes.

In short, “Ellipsis” is a wonderful, timely meditation. The writing for
her second album has been finished,
and a third one is in the works currently. Quoting the fantastic outro of
the album, that’s “all [she] can say for
now.” Search for “Ellipsis” by Miranda
Lile on any streaming platform for a
reflective half hour of beauty.

Ellie Fiorini

it came out or its
striking visual style – it is the film’s
ending. The film is framed as a story
Francis is telling to an old man on a
bench. At the end of the film, after
Cesare has murdered the town clerk,
Francis’s friend Alan (Hans Heinz v.
Twardowski), and attempts to kidnap
Jane, Francis chases Caligari to the
asylum where it is revealed that he
is the director. That night, with the
help of the doctors at the asylum,
Francis goes through Caligari’s books
to discover that he is imitating the actions of an ancient mystic also named
Caligari. After revealing that Cesare
has died, doctors then throw the villainous director in a cell. That wraps
up Francis’s story and he and the old
man get up from the bench, where it
is revealed that Francis is an inpatient
at the asylum. Jane and Cesare are
also patients and a less villainous
looking Caligari is the director. Francis attacks the director, insisting that
he is not insane, where he is thrown
into the same cell Caligari was thrown
in at the end of Francis’s story. The
director states that he knows how to
cure Francis and as the camera fades
to black, it lingers on the director’s
face. That final scene begs the question; what is real and what is not?
I watched the film with firstyears Shira Hanovich (any pronouns)
and Kayla Jarppi (she/her) to see how
they interpreted the film’s ending.
Both Hanovich and Jarppi interpreted the events of Francis’s story to be
partially true but went in completely
different directions with how.
According to Hanovich, Francis’s
friend Alan was murdered in real life
and the grief over his death drove
him mad. The entire film was Francis
trying to piece together and rationalize what happened to Alan. She
interprets that the reason the sets are
so strange is because it is all in his
head. Hanovich also suggests that
Francis also latched onto people in
the asylum who seemed familiar to
him and placed them in his story. For
example, he vilifies the director since
Francis believes that he does not belong in the asylum and therefore the
director is keeping him wrongfully
locked up.
Meanwhile, Jarppi, who is a psychology major, believes that Francis is
the actual murderer but was believing
in a delusion. She believes that while
Francis was the actual murderer,
he disassociated the events in his
mind and projected himself onto the
ancient mystic Caligari. “Almost like
See page 12

Album cover art for “Ellipsis” by Miranda
Lile designed by Emily Beall, Milwaukee,
WI, March 12, 2022.
Photo from Amazon Music

“The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari”:
the first true horror film; what
does the ending mean?

Columnist

_____________________________

4/5 stars
“The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,”
1920, directed by Robert Wiene is a
German silent film that not only embodied the popular style of German
Expressionism at the time, but is also
considered by most modern critics
to be the first horror film. The story
is of a man named Francis (Friedrich Fehér) recounting the terrifying
events that happened to him and his
fiancée, Jane (Lil Dagover), in their
hometown. During the annual fair, an
eccentric hypnotist named Caligari (Werner Krauss) shows off his
somnambulist, or sleepwalker, named
Cesare (Conrad Veidt), whom he uses
to commit murders at night. While
accounts of how critics and audiences
initially responded to “Caligari” differ, it can be safely said that the film
has cemented itself in cinema history.
This film, cited as the first horror
film by most modern movie critics, has a very striking visual style
that was influenced heavily by the
immensely popular style of German
Expressionism. German Expressionism was an art movement in the early
20th century where the goal was
for the artist to express their inner
feelings outward and to make the
consumer see the mind and world of
the artist. In “The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,” the sets are heavily influenced
by the style, with its sharp, unnatural
angles, twisting rooftops and small,
cramped spaces. The unique style of
the film went on to inspire filmmakers for generations to come, most
notably: Tim Burton.
When the film was released,
Germany was still reeling from the aftermath of World War I in which they
had to pay extensive war reparations,
sending the country into a deep financial crisis. The film’s themes of complacency and conforming to society
as well as the line between reality and
fiction resonated with contemporary
German audiences. Just a few years
back Germans suffered terrible losses
in a war they were told that fighting
in was for a righteous cause. They
conformed to what they were told and
then killed who they were told, not
unlike Cesare in the film. The same
message still resonates today over a
century later.
Spoiler warning from this point
forward.
However, what makes “The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari” such an interesting film is not its significance when
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The never-ending Bb blues: a story for first year musicians
Miri Villerius

Copy Chief
_________________________
More than two years ago now,
my life was incredibly different than
it is today. At this time in my life, I
simply had no idea of how I related to
those around me or what the point of
my life should even be. I was masochistically working on music, but felt a
similar frustration. I want to tell you
a story. Come with me to March of
2020, just before the pandemic hit
it big.
At this time, I was trying to find
my way in music just as much as
in life. Focusing on my music was
the most important thing to me in
order to support my vague notion of
a professional music career and fill an
emotional void. While I was focusing
so much energy on music, I didn't
know where I fit in that realm either.
I wasn't concerned enough with precision to be in love with classical music
and I didn't feel an innate affinity for
the intimidating world of jazz. I was
hugely concerned with building my
proficiency as a trombonist and musician, but didn't feel my heart pushing
me to either of the typical conservatory tracks.
I came up with a random idea,
which would be one of the last inperson music experiences I had before
COVID subsumed our everyday lives.
The idea was to host a "never-ending
Bb blues.". I was incredibly intimidated by casually playing a tune at one of
Lawrence's jazz jams. I didn't dedicate

the hours necessary to confidently and
casually jam on jazz tunes because my
heart simply wasn't in it. Why, then,
did I want to do this? Because I still
wanted to jam.
While I didn't have any tunes
under my belt, high school jazz band
had prepared me at the very least for
a Bb blues: the cornerstone of beginners' jazz education. I just wanted to
mess around and make sounds and
hear what I like or didn't like in a
non-judgmental setting and the Bb
blues seemed like the only way I could
get this.
I knew that being intimidated by
the jazz jams was a common experience for many of
us in the con who
weren't experienced passionate
"jazzheads", or,
to use a term that
was sometimes
thrown around
for a small number of them at
their more conceited moments,
"jazz jocks." I
wanted the jam
to feel inviting
to everyone, so
I got a few close
friends at the
time who agreed
to support this
idea and co-host
it with me. Then
we got the word

out. To convey the light-hearted intention behind the jam, the Facebook
event specified "Bb blues and only Bb
blues" with a silly picture of an old
Duke Ellington advertisement captioned "Hitler hates jazz… and that
suits us fine."
The jam was far more well
attended than I'd hoped. From my
recollection maybe 20 musicians
came through during the hour. I
remember a voice major came with
his guitar, a trombone-playing friend
put his percussion skills to the test,
and many beginners in jazz more happily than usual messed around, faltering and exploring, through the Bb

blues chords that were written on the
white board of the jazz room. There
were also a number of experienced
jazz students who showed up, the
kind who could navigate a blues as
naturally as they breathed. Most of the
experienced jazzers were incredibly
respectful, but some were, to be frank,
quite impatient.
As you gain faculty in a skill, it
becomes easier and easier to overestimate what counts as common
knowledge or ability in that skill.
For example, I was a geography and
history-obsessed middle schooler and
I remember a core moment of selfawareness when my 8th grade social

The jazz jams on campus have had an increasing focus on
inclusivity
Photo by Kai Frueh

studies teacher asked our class what
people invented the Latin language. A
boy guessed "the Aztecs" and I inadvertently laughed and scoffed about
how Latin came from Italy. In the
moment of self-awareness that followed, my brain heard how I sounded
and I felt an intense shame that I've
never forgotten.
Getting back to the Bb blues,
a couple of the experienced jazzers
decided that day to be "jazz jocks."
They were frustrated at the simple
blues. Rather than challenging themselves to explore fresh new frontiers
in the familiar Bb blues, they argued
with me and tried to make everyone
play a harder tune. To be blunt, their
indignation about doing this killed
the vibe and stressed a lot of people
out.
Having respect for beginners is
the only way music stays alive, like a
flower garden going through changes
of the season. Sonic seedlings, even
those that don't become imposing
and virtuosic sequoias still have their
place. They keep our musical ecosystem thriving so it can play its
own never-ending Bb blues of sorts.
While we come to a college or conservatory to learn, it doesn't change
the fact that music is fundamentally
about community. And like any community, a musical one thrives when
it has such an affinity for the diverse
members and activities that make it
up, that everyone is willing to leave
their ego at the door so everyone can
feel welcome.

The Supreme Court is illegitimate
Nathan Wall

News Editor
_________________________
The Supreme Court is illegitimate. The Supreme Court’s job is to
interpret the Constitution, and judges
are expected to rule based on a judicial philosophy, not a personal or
religious one. And yet, conservative
Justices Amy Coney Barrett, Brett
Kavanaugh, Neil Gorsuch, Samuel
Alito and Clarence Thomas have
pushed a far-right wing and theocratic
judicial agenda.
On Friday, June 24, the Supreme
Court struck down Roe v. Wade. This
took away the constitutional right to
abortion, and abortion is not the only
issue on the chopping block. The court
recently ruled in West Virginia v. EPA
against the government’s ability to
regulate carbon emissions, ruled in
Vega v. Tekoh that police officers
can’t be sued for failing to respect
the Miranda rights of detainees and
ruled in Kennedy v. Bremerton School
District that a public school coach in
Washington State had the right to lead
his students in prayer.
As a final fuck you, the “pro-life”
court ruled in favor of a company
that screwed over dialysis patients
by limiting their insurance coverage
right before the judicial term ended.
Thomas hinted that overturning
Obergefell v. Hodges, which legalized
same-sex marriage and Lawrence

v. Texas, which decriminalized sodomy, may be on the agenda for the
next term. Interestingly, Thomas has
not mentioned Loving v. Virginia,
which legalized interracial marriage,
and without which his own marriage
would not be legally recognized. Also
pending for the upcoming term is
Moore v. Harper, a case which will
test the idea of the independent state
legislature, or the idea that state legislatures alone have the power to run
elections without interference from
the courts or state constitutions.
There are concerns that this ruling
will lead to state-level Republicans
drawing blatant racial gerrymanders,
appointing themselves to oversee
election disputes or even throwing out
election results they don’t like.
Holy shit. Well, at least these
bozos were properly appointed and
have conducted themselves ethically, professionally and maturely once
making it to the court, right? (wrong)
The judges who’ve made these
rulings do not have the right to
serve on the Supreme Court. Justice
Antonin Scalia died when Barack
Obama was president, and Obama
had the right to choose his replacement, but Republicans in the Senate
refused to even hold hearings until
Donald Trump became president
and appointed Gorsuch. Senate
Republican Leader Mitch McConnell
(R-KY) insisted that Supreme Court

nominees not be confirmed during
election years. Then, when Justice
Ruth Bader Ginsburg died with
Donald Trump in office, Republicans
rushed through the confirmation of
Barrett less than a week before the
2020 election. On top of that, both
Kavanaugh and Thomas have been
credibly accused of sexual assault and
harassment by Dr. Christine Blasey
Ford and Anita Hill, respectively.
Thomas’s wife, Virginia, supported
the insurrection on January 6, 2021,
and Thomas failed to recuse himself
from a case involving the turning over
of Trump’s White House records, in
which he sided with Trump. He is not
the only one who failed to recuse himself from cases involving their own
self-interest. It also came out recently
that Barrett is a member of a very
conservative “Christian” cult that promotes male supremacy. Alito might
actually be the only one of the five
remotely qualified for the job.
Other issues notwithstanding, all
five justices promised during Senate
hearings that they would respect Roe
v. Wade as settled precedent, before
voting to repeal it. Lying under oath
is perjury and should be a disqualifier
for a Supreme Court seat.
Another problem is that these
five justices, as well as Chief Justice
John Roberts, were put on the court
to advance an agenda that further
concentrates power in the hands of

corporations and wealthy people. In
2018, the court ruled against labor
unions in Janus v AFSCME, which
diminished a union’s ability to collect fees. Gorsuch in particular has
been known throughout his career as
an extremely pro-management judge,
siding with bosses in even the most
egregious cases, including being the
only dissenting opinion when the 10th
Circuit Court of Appeals in Colorado
voted that Trans Am Trucking didn’t
have the right to fire a worker who
abandoned his trailer, possibly saving
his life, during an extreme blizzard.
Gorsuch has also worked to limit the
ability for corporations to be held
liable during class-action lawsuits,
because he believes they are unfair to
the companies.
Although Gorsuch is the worst
on corporate issues, Barrett and
Kavanaugh's professional bootlicking should not fly under the radar.
Barrett was appointed by Trump to
the 7th Circuit Court of Appeals in
Illinois and handed down many procorporate rulings. Barrett ruled in
FTC v. Credit Bureau Center LLC and
Michael Brown that the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) does not have the
right to seek restitution for victims
of corporate wrongdoing, as well
as siding with a debt collector that
overcharged a customer in Deborah
Walton v. EOS. According to the New
York Times, Kavanaugh has writ-

ten dissents arguing that the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC)
did not have the authority to implement net neutrality and sided with
SeaWorld when the Department of
Labor held it accountable for endangering its workers.
According to Senator Sheldon
Whitehouse (D-RI), the Roberts court
has sided with corporations over 90%
of the time. Roberts, Alito and Thomas
also ruled that laws that restrict the
amount of money corporations and
unions can contribute to political
campaigns were unconstitutional and
struck down most remaining campaign finance laws in Citizens United
v. FEC and McCutcheon v. FEC.
The Supreme Court’s agenda is
not our agenda. It is a far-right, procorporate, Christian fundamentalist
fascist agenda. It is an illegitimate and
authoritarian government body, and
if it can’t perform its function, then
it should be reformed, or abolished.
When Chief Justice John Roberts publicly questions Americans who don’t
trust the Supreme Court, he should
look at his own lieutenants as the
reason why. In any case, Justices Amy
Coney Barrett, Brett Kavanaugh, Neil
Gorsuch, Samuel Alito and Clarence
Thomas are far-right judicial activists
and must be removed from public
office. Roberts is just a dick.
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Anti-Asian discrimination isn't just hate- it's oppression
Isabel Dorn

Staff Writer
_________________________
Following the rapid increase in
racially motivated violence against
Asian Americans during the COVID19 pandemic, Asian activists from the
AAPI Equity Alliance, Chinese for
Affirmative Action and San Francisco
State University founded the
#StopAsianHate movement to combat
anti-Asian racism and raise awareness
of the injustices we face. The hashtag
currently has over 570,000 posts on
Instagram, and conversations about
racism have finally garnered national
attention over the past two years. As
an Asian American woman, the outpouring of support has been empowering and encouraging, and I am
grateful to everyone who has spoken
up for us. However, the phrase “Stop
Asian Hate” inadvertently reduces
centuries of systemic oppression to
a matter of personal prejudice, and I
think we should turn towards a slogan that better addresses the systemic
issues behind anti-Asian racism.
To understand anti-Asian racism in the United States, we must
examine its historical origins. From
the moment Asian immigrants set
foot on U.S. soil, white society has
framed them as an invasive species to
instill widespread xenophobia. When
the first Chinese laborers arrived in
the U.S. to work on the railroads,
working-class whites feared competition for jobs and portrayed Chinese
immigrants as a dirty, foreign “yellow peril” that threatened the racial
hierarchy. Throughout the late 18th
and early 19th century, discriminatory
legislation like the Chinese Exclusion
Act and the internment of Japanese

Americans during World War II
disenfranchised Asian immigrants.
Nevertheless, some Asian immigrants
managed to succeed in the United
States, often working twice as hard
as their white counterparts for the

lence? Although we’ve applied racial
connotations to the terms “hate crime”
and “hate speech,” these phrases don’t
explicitly address race or any other
type of marginalized identity, and they
focus on the abstract concept of “hate”

smallest shred of respect. When white
supremacists realized that Asians were
willing to make huge sacrifices for a
chance at a better life, they invented
the “model minority” myth to vilify
Asians as ruthless social climbers who
would overrun Ivy League colleges
and steal prestigious jobs from whites.
And today, we have been portrayed
as disease-carrying foreigners who
will decimate the white population.
Every negative generalization about
Asian Americans for the past 175 years
stems from the fear that we will overturn white supremacy.
With this history in mind, is
“hate” really the cause of racial vio-

as a personal feeling
rather than the systemic oppression behind these attacks.
While prejudice and disgust do play
a critical role in racial violence, they
serve a larger, more sinister master:
greed. Bigotry has prevailed throughout human history because it keeps
the majority group in power. A white
supremacist’s goal is to protect their
own status from the perceived threat
of foreign competition. To justify why
they deserve more rights than the
foreigner, they degrade the shape of
our eyes or the smell of our food so
they can classify us as inferiors. They
embed racism into every corner of our

society – from comedy skits about
emasculated Asian men and cunning,
promiscuous Asian women to articles claiming that Asians are unfairly
dominating elite academic fields –
to incite widespread distrust towards
our entire race.
Furthermore,
racism
also
upholds economic stratification: pitting
working-class
whites against
people of color
distracts them
from fighting
their own economic oppression at the
hands of the
white
upper
classes. Hatred
is not the cause
of racial violence; it is
merely one of
the many tools
A sign on campus
white supremaPhoto by Yujie Shao
cists use to enact
their domination.
By reducing bigotry to a feeling rather than an ideology, we cannot fight the systems that enable it.
There’s a certain comfort in believing that racists are just miserable
people wallowing in their own negativity, but in truth, our oppressors
have been profiting from our suffering for centuries. Since hatred is just
one symptom of oppression, trying
to end oppression by ending hatred
is like trying to stop the sneezing
instead of the flu. With Asian lives
at risk, we can’t afford to handle the

problem after it happens; we need
proactive measures to stop oppression from the top. While I do believe
some prejudices can be unlearned,
people don’t kill random Asian people
because they hate our faces and cultures; they kill us because they hate
sharing the power and resources that
rightfully belong to us, and they have
no interest in relinquishing the doctrines of white supremacy that protect
their status. So, let’s call these crimes
against Asian Americans what they
are: racially motivated attacks that
uphold a system of oppression. We
cannot truly protect the Asian community from racial violence until we
dismantle the centuries-old systems
that deem us unworthy of life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness.
The #StopAsianHate movement
has ignited a national racial reckoning; I do not wish to diminish their
accomplishments or efforts, and I
also think most Asian activists understand the systemic issues behind the
recent increase in attacks. That’s why
we need a slogan that matches our
mission. While racist rhetoric surrounding COVID-19 has exponentially
increased racially motivated crimes
against Asians, anti-Asian racism runs
through American history like the railroads paved with the bones of the first
Chinese-American immigrants. It’s a
terrifying time for the Asian community, and I cannot deny the horror I
feel when I see photos of these victims
with my mom’s eyes and my friends’
last names. But we will not stop fighting. Our oppressors fight to silence us
because they fear our power. Because
it is this power that will liberate us.

Response to “Improvements to SLUG made over the summer”
Haley Siculan

Letter to the Editor
_________________________
SLUG was created in 2010 by
a group of students as a place for
the Lawrence and Appleton communities. The initial goal was loosely
divided into three sections: student
garden beds, community garden beds
and research plots. Original workers
planted peach, apple and pear trees.
Some of those former students now
run a local farm called Rising Sands,
which sold 80 pounds of SLUG peaches at the farmers market this summer.
Over time, SLUG’s goals and
results shifted. The garden became

more student-focused with occasional
research. After COVID, the garden
fell into disrepair. The shed became
disorganized and overrun by mice,
invasive buckthorn and burdock took
over and existing structures rotted.
Those original fruit trees stood bare
for several years as they fought off
fungal infections and suffered from
a lack of pollinators. But still it was
SLUG, a Lawrence University institution. “SLUG will never disappear,”
we thought. But still, any institution,
no matter how large or beloved, can
become at risk of ending. The invasive
weeds and trash piles began to hide
the heart and soul of this campus.
We encountered issues common

for any small organic garden. Peas
died, tomatoes bushed out and trellises fell over. Burdock returned and
Buckthorn pushed back. But our cantaloupe ripened, and squash bloomed.
Grass sown and mowed, new structures built and outreach amplified.
More students and community members began stopping by, with a curiosity that made hot mornings under the
August sun worth every burn.
The student garden managers
collectively put in over 1,000 hours
during the summer. We sold $1600 of
produce at the farmstand and to Bon
Appetit. Over $2,000 of LUCC money
was used by advisors to improve the
aesthetics and functions of the gar-

den. Student workers put in personal
money for their individual projects,
such as art, canning and preservation.
This was not done out of pure internal
motivation or volunteerism, but by a
drive to protect what we love.
The current iteration of SLUG
was not a one-man job. Bella Goland
combined her passion for art with pollinator research. Will Brenneman juggled his Anthropology LU-RF position
with garden maintenance. I focused
on crop restoration and fermentation,
along with community connections.
Countless other students on campus
this summer volunteered their time to
weed, water and harvest. Community
members worked on their personal

plots and contributed to ongoing projects in the garden.
The work is not done. Board
members have plans to deeply integrate the garden with the club house
and re-inspire students to get dirty.
SLUG House has returned to a cooperative format with 12 members, buying local foodstuffs from Produce with
a Purpose, Rising Sands, Voyageurs,
and of course, our garden. We are
planning for years of SLUG to come.
Connect with me if you’re interested in visiting the heart of Lawrence
University.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. The
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions. For the full editorial policy and parameters for submitting articles, please refer to the masthead, which is located on the back of each edition.
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If you were a snack, what would you be?
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“Oreo cookies.”
— PaNhia Vang
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— Reese Lavajo
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“I would be trail mix, because I’m
both sweet and salty.”

“I’d probably be the plate of veggies
your mom makes you eat.”
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and banana on top.”
— Scarlett Albright
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a dissociative identity thing, where
he was like a different person almost
when he did [the murders],” Jarppi
said. He does not understand what is
real or not, nor that he was the one
committing the murders.
I believe that the events of
Francis’s story were all in his head
and that he subconsciously included
the people whom he had strong connections with into the story. Judging
from the warped and almost dream-

like design of the town, it would
stand to reason that that is what
is going on inside Francis’s mind,
especially since the whole point of
German Expressionism is to bring
the artist’s mind into the real world.
Also, the inside of the asylum is
the only set we see in both the “real
world” and in Francis’s story, suggesting that that is the only concrete
thing that he can envision.
Of course, those are only three
people’s interpretations. I encourage
all of you to watch “The Cabinet of
Dr. Caligari” and come to your own
conclusions.

